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Abstract
Background: Achieving seizure freedom following failure of several Antiseizure Medications 
(ASMs) is rare, with the likelihood of achieving further control decreasing with each successive 
ASM trial. When cases of drug-resistant epilepsy arise, a diagnostic procedure known as 
Stereoelectroencephalography (sEEG) can be used to identify Epileptogenic Zones (EZ) within the 
brain. After localization of these zones, they can be targeted for future surgical intervention. Here, 
we describe a case of complete seizure freedom off medication after stereo EEG without resection or 
other therapeutic intervention.

Case Report: In 2017, a 36-year-old right-handed male presented with drug-resistant epilepsy 
stemming from prior traumatic brain injury. Typical seizures were described as a behavioral arrest 
with oral automatisms or automatic speech, head and eye deviation to the left, sometimes preceded 
by olfactory aura of smoke with rare progression to bilateral tonic-clonic seizures. Nine typical 
seizures and one subclinical seizure were captured during video EEG and showed regional right 
temporal onset. Interictal EEG showed right temporal epileptiform discharges and focal slowing. 
Due to ongoing drug resistance, in 2020 a robotic-assisted sEEG electrode placement procedure was 
employed to localize the seizure onset zone. The patient underwent a 13-day video sEEG monitoring 
study with the goal of localizing the seizure onset zone for potential surgical resection.

During sEEG monitoring, a single clinical event was captured where the patient had dysarthric 
speech, left arm dystonic flexion, and difficulty responding to questioning. Notably, this event had 
no sEEG correlate, suggesting seizure occurrence in a region not monitored by implanted electrodes, 
which prompted the placement of scalp electrodes following this event. However, no further clinical 
events consistent with seizure were provoked through the remainder of recording. Following the 
13-day admission, the patient chose to self-discontinue all seizure medications and has remained 
seizure free as of October 2023, more than 3.5 years later.

Conclusion: While sEEG is considered a relatively safe procedure for seizure localization in drug 
resistant epilepsy, the possibility of microlesions created by sEEG depth electrodes remains largely 
unexplored. Further evaluation should be performed into potential tissue injury produced by depth 
electrode insertion.
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ASMs: Antiseizure Medications; sEEG: Stereoelectroencephalography; EZ: Epileptogenic 

Zones; ROSA: Robotic Stereotactic Assistance

Background
Obtaining seizure freedom after failure of multiple Antiseizure Medications (ASMs) is 

uncommon, with additional seizure control diminishing with successive ASM trials [1]. In cases 
of drug-resistant epilepsy, Stereoelectroencephalography (sEEG) is a diagnostic procedure used in 
the evaluation and targeting of potential Epileptogenic Zones (EZ) for future surgical resection [2]. 
Typically, anywhere from 6 to 15 depth electrodes are placed in areas of the brain where EZ are 
suspected based on presurgical testing including video EEG and MRI findings [3]. Advancements in 
robotic technology such as Robotic Stereotactic Assistance (ROSA) have allowed the implantation 
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of multiple intracranial electrodes without the assistance of a frame-
based technique, resulting in more accurate targeting of deep cortical 
tissue, and decreased operating time [3]. Despite being primarily a 
monitoring procedure, sEEG has shown potential in rare instances 
to induce seizure remission upon removal of depth electrodes [4]. 
Here, we describe a patient who underwent sEEG monitoring with 
complete remission of habitual seizures upon initial implantation of 
depth electrodes who remained seizure free for more than three years 
off all seizure medications.

Case Presentation
Patient initially presented in 2017 as a 36-year-old male with focal 

epilepsy related to remote traumatic brain injury. In 1998, the patient 
reported a convulsive episode after being an unrestrained passenger in 
a motor vehicle accident with traumatic head injury requiring shunt, 
resulting in residual left leg weakness and cognitive impairment. The 
patient was involved in another motor vehicle accident in 2001, with 
another reported head trauma but no documented seizure activity. An 
additional poorly described seizure was reported while incarcerated 
in 2007, followed by an extended period of seizure freedom until June 
2016. From then on, the patient suffered recurrent seizures, occurring 
once every 1 to 2 weeks, sometimes in clusters and often during sleep 
or upon awakening. Typical seizure semiology was described as 
behavioral arrest, oral automatisms or automatic speech, head and 
eye deviation to the left, sometimes preceded by olfactory aura of 
smoke. Postictally, he reported a diffuse left hemiparesis. Neurological 
examination at baseline was pertinent for left greater than right lower 
extremity spasticity, mild weakness in the left leg, and bilateral ankle 
clonus. Over several years, multiple ASMs including Levetiracetam 
750 mg twice daily, Gabapentin 800 mg four times daily, Lamotrigine 
250 mg twice daily, Topiramate 150 mg twice daily, Clobazam 20 mg 
twice daily, and Perampanel 4 mg daily failed to resolve seizures.

Due to drug resistant seizures, the patient underwent a three-
day long video EEG monitoring session, during which a total of 
10 right temporal regional focal onset electrographic seizures were 
captured. Among these seizures, nine exhibited a distinct clinical 
correlate with right-hand or bimanual automatisms, as well as oral 
automatisms, with most progressing into bilateral tonic-clonic 
seizures. The admission also captured presumed surface negative 
focal aware seizures with delayed pupillary dilatation and a sensation 
of being "outside of oneself." Interictally, the EEG demonstrated 
mild intermittent polymorphic right temporal slowing along with 
occasional right temporal sharp and spike wave discharges consistent 
with focal cerebral dysfunction and seizure risk.

Workup also included a 2019 MRI of the brain with intravenous 

contrast, showing patchy areas of FLAIR hyperintensities within the 
bilateral anterior frontal periventricular white matter extending along 
the forceps minor (Figure 1). A linear area of encephalomalacia with 
surrounding gliosis in the anterior right frontal lobe was consistent 
with previous catheterization. Additional areas of encephalomalacia 
and gliosis were seen in the medial right frontoparietal junction as well 
as in the bilateral periventricular white matter. Possible hemosiderin 
staining was noted in the medial right frontoparietal junction. 
Severe thinning of the posterior body of the corpus callosum and 
mild cerebral volume loss were also identified. Neuropsychological 
testing in the same year showed mild deficits on visual tasks as well 
as left hand fine motor dexterity, both deficits consistent with right 
hemisphere dysfunction. PET-CT scan was negative.

In 2020 the patient underwent a robotic assisted right hemispheric 
stereo EEG electrode placement procedure without complication, 
utilizing a ROSA robotic arm. This involved the positioning of 11 
electrodes targeting specific anatomic locations to localize the seizure 
onset zone (Figure 2). These depth electrodes included: Parietal lesion 
(10 contacts), mesial parietal lesion (8 contacts), anterior cingulate 
(12 contacts), middle cingulate (12 contacts), posterior cingulate (14 
contacts), frontopolar (14 contacts), posterior periinsular (8 contacts), 
hippocampal tail (10 contacts), basal frontal (16 contacts), uncus (12 
contacts), and hippocampal head (12 contacts). A postoperative head 
CT confirmed placement of electrodes and did not identify any areas 
of hemorrhage or hematoma. The patient underwent video sEEG 
monitoring for 13 days.

Provocation of seizures was attempted with medication taper and 
cessation of seizure medications (clobazam, lamotrigine, gabapentin), 
sleep deprivation, and two challenges of intravenous lorazepam 
followed by flumazenil. Interictal sEEG findings demonstrated spikes 
from the hippocampus and the posterior cingulate gyrus. A single 
clinical event was captured the morning after implantation where 
the patient wiped his right hand on his mouth, then had dysarthric 
speech, left arm dystonic flexion, and difficulty responding to 
questioning. This event had no sEEG correlate, suggesting seizure 
occurrence in a region not monitored by sEEG, prompting the 
placement of scalp electrodes following this event. This event did not 
resemble his habitual seizures. No further clinical events consistent 
with seizure were provoked through the remainder of recording and 
no electrographic seizures were captured. Head CT performed after 
electrode removal demonstrated numerous small right sided foci 
of pneumocephalus without evidence of intracranial hemorrhage. 
Following the 13-day admission, the patient chose not to resume 
any seizure medications despite counseling otherwise and remains 
seizure free 3.5 years after sEEG, confirmed by his wife. Most recent 

Figure 1: 2019 MRI brain FLAIR images with intravenous contrast show multiple zones of encephalomalacia due to prior traumatic brain injury and right ventricular 
catheterization.
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head CT in 2023 showed no additional areas of encephalomalacia.

Discussion
This case describes a man with post-traumatic drug resistant 

epilepsy who has had no typical seizures for more than 3 years 
following stereo EEG implantation despite complete medication 
cessation. One single atypical event during invasive monitoring 
suggestive of an acute symptomatic seizure was captured on sEEG 
suggesting a focal seizure limited to unsampled cortex. A non-
epileptic event could not be excluded. Potential causes of an atypical 
seizure include direct cortical irritation caused by electrode insertion, 
hemorrhage/hematoma, edema, or pneumocephalus with the effects 
of anesthesia withdrawal possibly contributing. Another possibility is 
that the clinical symptoms were the result of focal vascular changes 
related to local injury.

The abrupt cessation of all seizures without seizure medication 
after intracranial monitoring suggests epilepsy remission due to effects 
of sEEG implantation, however this report is limited as there is no 
objective evidence to confirm causality. A postoperative MRI was not 
performed, which could have shown new areas of encephalomalacia 
or hemosiderin deposition to support this association. Likewise, no 
further EEG studies were performed to assess for ongoing cortical 
irritability.

While the literature acknowledges instances of sEEG monitoring 
resulting in seizure remission, these occurrences are particularly 
rare [5], with a previous study of epilepsy patients observing 0.5% 
remission rate following intracranial electrode placement. A previous 
case series described 3 patients with seizure remission following sEEG, 
however, these cases reported multiple seizures captured during the 
monitoring period [6], proving accurate targeting of the seizure onset 
zone with electrodes and suggesting the lesioning effect was not upon 
initial implantation but rather because of depth electrode removal or 
other delayed effects. In addition, none of the prior cases reported 
complete discontinuation of seizure medications. Our case is also 
notable in that the presumed etiology of epilepsy was trauma, and 
preimplantation imaging demonstrated multiple areas of injury. It is 
therefore more surprising that a small lesion was adequate to disrupt 
the epileptogenic network so completely to result in seizure freedom 
off medication. In support of this theory, evidence suggests minimally 
invasive techniques such as radiofrequency thermocoagulation can 
adequately disrupt widespread pathological networks in lesions such 
as periventricular nodular heterotopia resulting in seizure freedom 
[7].

Intracranial electrode placement resulting in microlesion effects 
has been documented in multiple cases regarding Parkinson’s 

disease [8]. A systematic meta-analysis of sEEG complications found 
that sEEG displays a low complication rate of 1.3% in comparison 
to other methods of invasive monitoring [2]. Further investigation 
revealed that most of these complications come from hemorrhage 
with a pooled prevalence of 1% [2]. A unique study that evaluated the 
neuropsychological impact of hippocampal depth electrodes placed 
along the longitudinal axis in the language dominant hemisphere 
suggested possible verbal memory deterioration [9]. While this 
study was limited by power and other design flaws, it suggested that 
further evaluation for potential effects of electrode insertion may be 
warranted to better characterize network impacts.

This case adds to the growing literature that suggests potential 
for clinically significant consequences from depth electrode insertion. 
The implications are that while sEEG is overall relatively safe and can 
be useful for evaluation of drug resistant epilepsy, there remains a 
largely unexplored possibility of microlesion effects, which could 
result in either beneficial or harmful sequelae for patients. Our 
recommendation is for ongoing investigations into the long-term 
consequences of depth electrode implantation with attention to both 
localized effects as well as changes to epileptic and cognitive networks.
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Figure 2: Post implantation X-ray showing right hemisphere depth electrode placement.
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